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Erratum
In the December 1998 Neuron article by Blair et al., ªRole of the Lateral Mammillary Nucleus
in the Rat Head Direction Circuit: A Combined Single Unit Recording and Lesion Studyº (21,
1387±1397), we reported that head direction (HD) cells in the lateral mammillary nucleus
(LMN) have narrower tuning functions during contraversive than during ipsiversive head turns.
However, the true finding is the opposite of what we reported in the paper: the tuning function
narrows during ipsiversive head turns, rather than contraversive head turns.
A software error caused the direction of the x axis to become inverted in our tuning curve
graphs. This mirror reversal of the graphs led us to mislabel the clockwise (CW) tuning function
as the counterclockwise (CCW) tuning function, and vice versa.
Because of this error, the graphs shown in Figure 3 are labeled incorrectly. The correct
labeling is that the heavy lines represent CCW tuning functions, and the thin lines represent
CW tuning functions. Furthermore, the corrected graphs are the mirror images of those that
appear in the paper. Representative tuning curves of HD cells from the left and right hemi-
spheres of LMN are shown in corrected form in the figure below.
CW (thin lines) and CCW (heavy lines) tuning functions for representative HD cells recorded in left and right LMN.
The x axis plots head direction, measured in degrees, which increase in the CW direction (for presentation, the
tuning curves have been centered at 1808). HD cells in the left LMN have a narrower CCW than CW tuning function,
whereas in the right LMN the opposite is true (i.e., the ipsiversive tuning function tends to be narrower than the
contraversive tuning function). Note also that the narrowing effect appears to occur mainly at the left edge of
the tuning curve in the left LMN, and at the right edge of the tuning curve in the right LMN.
The averaged tuning curves in Figure 4 are also mislabeled in the original paper. The correct
labeling is that the heavy lines represent contraversive tuning functions, and the thin lines
represent ipsiversive tuning functions.
The software error did not affect our measurements of HD cell tuning parameters or anticipa-
tory time intervals. In Table 1, the tuning parameters for CW and CCW tuning curves should
be swapped, and the signs of the numbers in the ªPFD Shiftº column should be inverted. In
Table 2, the tuning parameters for ipsiversive and contraversive tuning functions should be
swapped.
The model in Figure 7 remains a viable explanation of our results, but units labeled as ªType
Iº cells should be labeled as ªType IIº cells, and vice versa, to compensate for the error. The
only modification to our conclusions is that the narrowing of the tuning function occurs during
ipsiversive head turns, rather than contraversive head turns.
We apologize to our colleagues for the confusion caused by this error. The software bug
that caused the problem was confined to a newly written data analysis program and does
not affect any of the previously published results from our laboratory.
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